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Related Analyzing Wireless Networks Through Network Protocols, Physical Layer, and Media Access Control Size:
400 Author: Shoshank Rao ISBN: 0522805262 Links: Description Network Protocols, Physical Layer, and Media
Access Control class will provide an overview of network protocols, common media access control (MAC)
sublayers, the different ways of performing traffic engineering, and how wireless networks are being used. The
course will cover the basic understanding of these protocols and MAC sublayers. It will also describe the network,
channel, data link, and physical layers, as well as the RF networks and mediums that they are used in. Lastly, the
course will explain the different approaches that can be used to perform traffic engineering and how they are
implemented. By the end of this course, students will be able to describe the different types of network protocols and
MAC sublayers that are used in wireless and analyze basic network routing protocols, such as OSPF and how it is
used. Students will also be able to describe data link layer features and how the different protocols work in an
Ethernet environment. Finally, they will be able to describe the different ways of performing traffic engineering.
Related Analyzing Wireless Networks Through Network Protocols, Physical Layer, and Media Access Control Size:
400 Author: Shoshank Rao ISBN: 0522805262 Links: Description Network Protocols, Physical Layer, and Media
Access Control class will provide an overview of network protocols, common media access control (MAC)
sublayers, the different ways of performing traffic engineering, and how wireless networks are being used. The
course will cover the basic understanding of these protocols and MAC sublayers. It will also describe the network,
channel, data link, and physical layers, as well as the RF networks and mediums that they are used in. Lastly, the
course will explain the different approaches that can be used to perform traffic engineering and how they are
implemented. By the end of this course, students will be able to describe the different types of network protocols and
MAC sublayers
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